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TH Rov

A profile of the Rov zekher tsaddik livrokha should include com-
ments on his persona, his teaching and his influence. This
would have been the appropriate way to introduce him, with

love and reverence, during his lifetime and remains appropriate for a
retrospective presentation. What follows is such a three-tiered introduc-
tion; ~i~ j!::~ Jiv:i '; .:iiWN CNl

1.

To understand fully who this great man was and what he represented, it
is necessary to recall that he was, first of all, a worthy heir of the beit ha-
Rav (:i.,:i n~:i), that most remarkable institution of modern Jewish life-
vibrant, fascinating, invigorating, ennobling. The beit ha-Rav, some-
times referred to as beit ha-malkhut, (ni::7o:i n':J) was a focus of Jewish
creativity and rabbinic leadership in Lithuania, and eventually in all.
Eastern Europe. Beit ha-Rav became synonymous with intensive, trail-
blazing Torah scholarship, exemplary piety, and dedicated leadership.
We know of many uninterrupted spiritually-aristocratic traditions in the
last two or three centuries of Jewish history; it is fair to say that the beit
ha-Rav in Lithuania is in many respects probably sui generis, really in a
class by itself, the cradle of so much of Jewish life and learning in mod-
ern times. Rabbis of the beit ha- Rav were trusted mentors to countless
members of the Jewish communities in Europe. People, learned and
unlearned, rabbis and laymen, would refer to beit ha-Rav "mit a tzit-
ter", with deep reverence and great affection.

He was, I must add, not only a worthy, luminous heir of the ilustri-
0us beit ha-Rav, to which he frequently referred in his lectures and shi-
urim, for to this should be added the special individuating characteristics
of Brisk, a simple place name that has been transformed into a complex
of values, associations and ideals, a network of great achievements and
loft aspirations. Brisk became a code-word for conceptual precision and
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rigor in Torah study, laser-tye analysis of and commentary on bafflng
passages or difficult themes, economy of expression and clarity of exposi-
tion, intellectual honesty together with intellectual boldness, strenuous
discipline and disciplined sensitivity-all this as well as a pervasive tradi-

tion of hesed. Rav hesed ve-emet, abundant in goodness and truth, was an
upliftng, enticing ideal and a remarkable, irresistible reality. Reb Hay-
yim's acts of hesed are legendary; the Rov's hesed was bountifuL.

2.

The Rov was all this and more, because his glorious heritage was fil-
tered through his unique personality, through the original constructs of
his mind and heart, through that new entity formed by his majestic
Torah learning together with his all-encompassing philosophic, scientif-
ic and humanistic education. We need to be precise: even his sovereign
mastery of the traditional sources of halakah together with his creative
control of aggadah, kabbalah, Jewish philosophy, Biblical exegesis, and
the literature of hasidism would make his learning unique-how much
more so with the catalytic addition of the other ingredients. To be sure,
comprehensiveness, impressively wide-ranging learning, was always the
lodestar of gedole Yisrael-it was assumed that rabbinic authorities had
mastered the vast corpus of Torah teachings; however, his knowledge
and range of associations in the universe of Torah and hokhmah) his eru-
dition and creativity, his powers of analysis and interpretation, his
insight and intuition represent a special kind of comprehensiveness. This
needs to be recognized and underscored, for even apparently devoted

students are not able to acknowledge the true dimensions of his
uniqueness. As we shall note, it is easier-yet unpardonable-to reduce
the extraordinary to the ordinary; this is the case even if the ordinary
refers to recognized standards of intellectual-piritual greatness. There
are differences even among the great and we need to free ourselves
from routinized thinking in order to perceive and appreciate these dif-
ferences. The Rambam already taught us that among the "causes of dis-
agreement" is the fact that "man has in his nature a love of, and an
inclination for, that to which he is habituated. For this reason also man
is blind to the apprehension of the true realities. . . . ."1 It takes special

effort and honest concentration to transcend conventions of perception
and expression, to recognize something new and beautiful and authen-
tic-something beautiful in its original mode and authentic force.
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As for comprehensiveness, the Rov always taught that for Torah to

be rich and repercussive, charming and challenging, timely and timeless,
it must be comprehensive and commodious and dare not be compart-
mentalized or fragmented, shallow or routine. In l(iddushin 30a, our

rabbis interpret ve-shinnantam le-vanekha (Deut. 6:7) rather strikingly:
"Do not read ve-shinnantam but rather v e-shilashtam. A person should
always divide his study time into three parts: a third should be devoted
to Scripture (Mikra), a third to Mishnah and a third to Talmud." How
are we to understand the transition from ve-shinnantam to ve-shilash-
tam? This is certainly not to be seen as just another application of the
well-known al-tikrei principle, which is based upon a different vocaliza-
tion of the same letters (e.g., banayikh-bonayikh); phonetics and seman-
tics are intertwned in cases of al-tikrei in order to focus our attention
on a new insight or novel inference. It appears that we have here a new
conceptualization, a dynamic interpretation which underscores a basic
principle and essential feature of Torah study. Ve-shinnantam means to
have a clear, unobstructed grasp of the subject matter (Torah) in its
entirety which may then be transmitted without hesitation, with zeal
and accuracy, charm and authoritativeness. :i,in ~':ii i:i'w: (1~J:J; cnJJwi)
i~o i7 iiON ~7N i7 iONrii ôioin 7N ,i:Ji ciN 17 7NW' CNW .1~~:J riiino.

This mode of teaching and transmission is attainable only if one
has comprehensive scope and the ability to systematize; that is the
thrust of ve-shilashtam as setting the groundwork for ve-shinnantam-
study methodically so as to include everything (Mikra, Mishnah,
Talmud (in which, according to the Rambam, philosophy is included))
and then you will be in a position to transmit Torah precisely and unfal-
teringly. Fragmentation often results in distortion.

At the beginning of Hilkot Talmud Torah, Rambam cites ve-
Shinnantam when emphasizing the obligation to teach Torah to every-
one-all students are perceived as sons-whereas he could have cited

the verse C:J'J:J riN cniN Crii071. He says: c:Jn 7:: 731 :ii~1) ~7N i:J7:J iJ:i pi iJ:J N7i

i7N 1'J:J .1~J:J7 cnJJwi 'ONJW .i'J:J p~NW ~"'YN c~i'07n:i 7:J riN i077 7Niw'0 o::ni

i~i~07n. We must be attentive to the significance of this formulation.
It appears that there are in fact two levels of teaching: limud,

teaching everyone something, on many different levels-a task which
everyone is able to perform in one way or another; shinun,-teaching
which requires finely-honed interpretive-expository skills and extensive
knowledge, which only the sages have acquired. This explains the
Maimonidean formulation which shifts from the commandment to
teach one's children and grandchildren to the obligation incumbent
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upon every scholar to teach all the disciples even though they are not
his children. In sum, ve-shinnantam, interpreted also as ve-shilashtam,

underscores the lesson that the ideal fulfillment of the mitsvah of Tal-
mud Torah (to study and to teach) hinges on lucid, systematic knowl-
edge which is all-inclusive. Seen from this perspective, it is dear why
Talmud Torah is a special, open-ended mitsvah which is fulfilled with
different degrees of intensity and creativity by different people.2

The Rov's virtuosic-versatile teaching is a vigorous, persuasive
ilustration of the truth of this interpretation. His Torah is comprehen-
sive and therefore sharp; it is systematic and therefore effusive; his ful-
fillment of the mitzvah reflects his individuality. He occupies a position
in Torah teaching which is his and his alone.

3.

What needs to be emphasized repeatedly, and unequivocally, is his
uniqueness. His extraordinary Torah erudition together with his wide-
ranging general knowledge, his dazzling briliance, lucid, compelling
analysis, phenomenal originality (which did not tolerate the shallow or
the commonplace), astonishing intuition, almost legendary preoccupa-
tion with Torah (even when drnkng a cup of tea or crossing the street-
as was pointed out by my son Reb Mosheh), uncompromising honesty,
unfailing eloquence, deep-seated sensitivity and lyricism, carefully-crafted
philosophy (or hashkafah), and overpowering charisma-all combined to
shape a remarkable Torah personality, unlike others whom we knew. This
is the concept and reality of ";iwo ~i:i3' p N7 Not so my servant Moshe"

(Numbers 12:7). It is a cardinal principle that Mosaic prophecy is not
only of a higher order but is intrinsically different, unique, generically
and qualitatively incomparable. Failure to recognize that Moses was not
just another prophet was, in the opinion ofRambam, the error and sin of
Miriam; she did not malign or slander her brother Moses but she, who
was "older than he and had nurtured him on her knees and had put her-
self in jeopardy to save him," did not acknowledge his unique status and
stature. She thought that he was like the other prophets. inui:J :ii:Ji N7 N':i
.O~N':JJ:i iNW7 iniw:iw ;in3'V N7N Failure to discern precisely and acknowledge
properly the true greatness of a person is part of "raillery and slander"

(vi:i 7iW7i TiUi'7) according to Rambam. 3
Many years ago, the Rov mentioned to me with words of high

praise an article on Rav Hayyim Brisker by Rav Meir Berlin in which the
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latter used the expressive, repercussive phrase :iwo ~iJ3. p N7 to character-
ize Reb Hayyim vis a vis his contemporaries-indeed truly preeminent
gedole Yisrael, whose light never dims. The point was that Reb Hayyim
was unquestionably different even in this galaxy of great sages; routine
praise, even if sincere, misses the mark.

The Rov subsequently used this same highly-charged phrase to
portray his uncle the Brisker Rov and we may properly, with a full mea-
sure of intellectual rigor and accountability, honesty and discipline,
apply it to the Rov. Let us listen to his words and learn from them:

1':iii:i :1Jiw :o:ir. winir.1 ii!)ir. :i:i N,:i j?o~i:io Ji:i . . . :io ,,:: p N7 ,nNT ,:i:i1
i~n:i 1N iii:iw i'TT:i .1, ~r!)1N:i nN NU:ir. l)'N1 io,i:i iJ~N i1i:i ,ii1 iNin:i .1'n1nito1

n1y:iur.:i o~o!)nJ OJ~N l'ni,1yni 1'nii'r. 'inii'on ,1n!)j?w:i .~n:iwnr.:i 10,iy .:i':i iii:i

01io nv'o:: 133'j? 1"17 i:i::JW 0~ir.Nr.:i1 inu~r. 'into 1ir.NJW t:'i!)o:i:i .0'Ji!)o:i iy:uw

'\i iWN nto toT. ;i':iJ ,w'to;i ;i~:i iWN nN V':i:i, Oljr.:i .:1T:i w'to;i 'w i,in"i inl'i1j?0 nN

.:i,1,n 1'v; i:iw 0")iW7:i tl:i,:i:i i'7Y im7 t:')i!)o:i

What could be more appropriate for us as we continue to think
about the Rov and confront the challenging and daunting task of por-
traying him as he was and not as stereotyped phraseology or conven-

ti~~mal plaudits would depict him, not as he would appear as the result of
self-mirroring. We all know that language, imperfect to begin with, is
debased; we find everywhere inflated rhetoric, meaningless hyperbole,
sweeping generalization, unbalanced comparison, insipid stereotype,
perfunctory praise. The leveling process casts its net even on truly great
hakhme Yisroel; they are presented as if they were all alike-same youth-
ful precocity, same Torah expertise, same piety,isame kind of communal
leadership. In this scheme there is no room for individuating character-
istics. As for us,there is no fear of contradiction in saying simply and
forthrightly-without any trace of posthumous flattery or eulogistic
license-that the Rov was different: different in his teaching, different
in his outlook, different in his style, different in his behavior, different
in his charisma. Indeed, :iwo ~iJY p N7.4

The truth is that it is not really possible for anyone to say, without
proper qualification, that the Rov was identical with his father and
grandfather-great tribute that it is, this would be an example of a kind
of oversimplification which impoverishes our spiritual-religious history.
Of course, there were basic similarities and common features but equal-
ly evident is the fact that there were essential differences and individuat-
ing features. Juxtaposing the semikah given him by the Kovner Rav,
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Rabbi Avraham Shapiro, and the letter written about him by his father
in 1935 is a good way of balancing and integrating judicious compari-
son to his ancestors with candid recognition of his own persona. The
Kovner Rav underscored with passionate elegance the intellectual simi-
1arities between grandfather and grandson:

.1'nir.:in ~j70S' 1S' il0'm:i o':i 7Wl0 1:i10J . . . ;r'1:in:iw 71i1:i ~n:i ~'N:i lJj71 mi 1~7S' ;"m

.ni010S':i niJ7:i:i :i,iN :i'm S'j7iJi ni07S'J mS'!)01 ni,nOJ ;"7S'O ."? O'JN N? l' 7:"

His father readily and emphatically acknowledged the unique
endowment of his son-his unique talents together with his unique
training, his erudition coupled with his analytical skills, his mastery of
halakhah and of Jewish thought, his great creativity in the study of
Torah and philosophy. The father introduces the son, whom he des-
cribes as having been a youthful prodigy and a distinguished philosophy
student, in a way that allows his radiant persona to shine forth; he fo-
cuses on the fact that the diverse resources converge to emphasize the
Rov's preeminence in knowledge and understanding of Torah.

Afer emphasizing his son's fame (i'i,y :iT'i:::ii i'~!)7 :i::7:i ino::m in,in)
and highlighting the fact that he is really sui generis (i~iil2 Y"!J 1'0 Ni:i
~7NiW'Tl CS'7 V~WJn ,Tlim'o nmi::n:i), he writes as follows concerning the

Rov's unique achievement:

mON .in~ 0':i71WO nio:m "Nwi :i,m ni~:i7 niN~~m:i 'WON 'NW 10'i O'Oilj7;" ni'11:i

.7';":i0 101N:i :i,m:i ,ii;" 71i1 ;"T:i 101N:i 7:iN .tr,:iino ;io:im :i,m 0'W110 ,:iJ ;"T '1i::

1'N ,im'Ol 1'n';i 1);i 7n1 101N:i nio:m "NW:i m~1 .0'oi1i';i nnii:i ,n;i '71110 inNJ

7J:i n3iJo:i N';" mS'ii n71j7Wo N~:i im::;" .;",m:i m:i:i:i '1i:i i'n~ nS'J Ni:i 'J ,j700
.n"01m n17i' .;i'1n;i ')'i

In a subsequent paragraph he refers explicitly to his son's general edu-
cation and distinguished achievement in philosophy:

.nnN ;"JN70 7S':i 'J'N N7:T . . . 1:i7 7S' :ij71j7n ;",m:i 7J i:iJ :inS'1 mn7':i 11Nlì ~'?'S' ":i

nN l'w;i .~01" 1n n'" l' O'JniJi 1niN o'i't.S'o;i .;iOJn7 niNioio:i 01 :i:i1'0 :ii'o:i WJi

n1,S'on:i:: 1':i owi 0'i'001,0:i1 .1'7.,:ii :it.'Oi:i~J1N;i:i 1'1::0 'J:i 10N:i "'0017'0 ,.. 'Nn

.'1i:i 1'NlJ 1T ;iOJn:i i: winOl .nNTJ 'Ni N7W ;ij7,0S':i mJ:i:i :inn1 1'T1m'WJ 71110

The conclusion is powerful and succinct:

o'ini'o;i inN ,n10Jn "NW:: 11N11 ::N .;i'1n:: ;i'1n;i 71i1 ,":i "71Ji N,:i1:i N1:i 1N'
5.'N'W' oS' 1':i nmiWJ:i
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4.

This uniqueness also underlies the abundance, the bountifulness, what
almost seems to be the ubiquitousness of his teaching-a fulfillment
and manifestation of (i:J7:J 1nJ niii:i7i), (He has put in his heart that he
may teach" (Exodus 35:34)6; the extraordinary ability to communicate
ideas and insights is a special gift, a special dimension of genius, for not
every person, even one possessed of great learning, is blessed with
i:J7:J 7nJ niii:i7i. The Rov had it and his inspired, disciplined teaching was
like a spring flowing with undiminished, ever-increasing strength.

This extraordinary ability was felicitously coupled with his unfail-
ing readiness to teach. I am inclined to suggest that his real greatness
lay not in the majesty of his erudition, the force of his originality or the
briliance of his intuition. (People always admired the sheer pageantry
of his learning and were enchanted by the elegance of its various mani-
festations and formulations). His greatness-intellectual and moral-lay
in his extraordinary ability and amazing readiness to teach and converse
effectively, vigorously and intellgibly on all levels; moreover, he did so
sympathetically and graciously in a way that simultaneously satisfied and
stimulated the listener. In order for the Rov to give a shiur, a derashah
or a lecture, he had to engage in an act of ciioi, contraction; he had to
restrict and restrain a mighty intellect and channel it, to select prudently
from an awesome erudition and a vast reservoir of original insights in a
carefully controlled way. The profundities of his learning and the sub-
tleties of his thinking had to be unfolded slowly and methodically. Oth-
erwise, students and listeners would have been overwhelmed, would
have drowned in the sea of his Torah. His teaching would not have
been intellgible-it would rather become a source of frustration and
restlessness. He knew that teaching, no matter how profound, must be
pleasant and palatable.

:i7ni iv:ii:J 0:i'YOiW7 o':iiy OJ'Ni o':i.,:i :iiin 'i:ii ioiNW 7:J .1JiW7 nnn :i7ni w:ii

.(:i:J:i :i:ii o'i'w:i i'w) .nON N7W i7 nu ,:iT:l :iT tJ':iiiyo:i

Every shiur, every speech, was crafted with consummate artistry.
This is not only an expression of his literary-conceptual perfectionism

but of his realization that if he was to teach effectively, he had to con-
tain his immense learning and unbounded creativity. Style and exposi-
tion required sustained attention; hasty writing like shabby thinking was
intolerable? He had to find the best way to combine felicitous general-
ization and lucid, compelling interpretation of detail, while interjecting
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a sprightly parenthetical remark, an anecdotal reference or a lyrical note.
Otherwise we would not have been able to learn from him. He, there-
fore, happily fused apparently limitless erudition with enthrallng ele-
gance and immense pedagogic skills. When he repeated an idea or inter-
pretation~and the repetition was always eloquent-his intention must
have been to guarantee that the presentation was properly textured and
fully-nuanced, that one theme had been adequately developed and the
transition to the next one was crystal clear. Ever mindful of his audience
and the goals of his presentation, he used as much learning-lomdus,
midrash, philosophy, history, literature~as was necessary and no more.

When I think of and see him, before my eyes, preparing and deliv-
ering a shiur, I am reminded of the following: The Gemara (Sukkah,
28a) says, in referring to the fact that Hilel had eighty disciples, that
"the greatest of them was Jonathan ben Uzziel and the smallest was

Rabban Johanan ben Zakhai." The text then continues to depict graph-
ically the greatness of the smallest, least distinguished disciple: he is
described as knowing everything.

71iin 'Ï',iÏ'i nii1N' TiJ771 Ni01 71iwo, NiÏ'O n'i:i llt7W 'N:i¡ i:i pm' l:ii 7Y "7i¡ ,ir.N

1l'Ï' i:ii ,:i:i:iir. :iwi¡o 7,il i:ii lUÏ' i:ii, 7,i1 i:ii . . . ~J'i'r.m O'7Ï' o'iDm 'Ï'''Ï'i,

.N:ii, ~~:iNi ni~,i:i

The stage is set for the Gemara to ask a crucial question: "1Vi'W inNO '::i
.:ir.:ii :ir.~ nnN 71' 17i~:iw 7i,1 .1:i c7i:i:Jw, If the smallest of them was so
great, how much more so the greatest." However;, we are eager to
know what remains to be said in laudatory characterization of the great-
est; what is the extra dimension that may be identified and attributed to
the most distinguished of the disciples. This is the answer: They said of
Jonathan ben U zziel that when he used to sit and occupy himself with
the study of Torah, every bird that flew overhead was immediately

burnt, riiwJ ,~r. i~7Y niinw i"iy 7::.8
In studying this remarkable passage and pondering its significance,

the yeshiva student focuses on a legal issue to be decided in accord with
the Hoshen Mishpat or Hilkhot Hovel u-Mazik: who has to pay, who is
liable for the damage and the loss. The Kotzker hasid, conscious of and
questing for ecstasy, marvels: if this is how the student is portrayed and
celebrated, what is left to describe the teacher ?r:iì C'~:i 1'iw T~N ON,i What

unusual resourcefulness does he possess?

To paraphrase the Talmudic sentence, nm~ 71' :iì:i 1:i '~07n:iw inNO ~:ii
:ir.::i :ir.::. We seem to have exhausted everything; every factual assess-
ment, every metaphor, every category of praise has been used. Our
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armamentarium is depleted. The answer of Kotzk was: vi~" rJi O'~:i
~r,:i"ND vw~:i. The master has sovereign control over his mighty resources
and uses them with laser-like precision. He creatively summons forth
from his reservoir of knowledge and skills only that which is necessary
for the task at hand. While revealing one thing, he conceals many
thngs. Nothing is squandered; no available resources are used needless-
ly or mindlessly. There is no exhibitionism, no ostentatious parade of
erudition, no ornamental accumulation of source references. The rebbe
produces much light and just enough heat-nothing is burnt and the
Torah teaching shines luminously.

The Rov always dispensed his Torah learning in a measured way.
He shared his learning graciously and benignly in order to make it pos-
sible for others to be partners or participants in the intellectual process.

His thorough, meticulous preparation as well as masterful, deliberate
presentation were expressions of this. He always prepared very carefully,
regardless of the level of his presentation. I recall vividly how he would
write out his remarks for the boys and girls of Maimonides School when
he came to address them on Erev Yòm Ha-IGppurim-remarks about
the beauty and sanctity of Yom Ha-I(ippurim, about taharah, about the
role of the Kohen Gadol, about the exaltedness of prayer, about teshu-
vah and kapparah, about the inseparability of mitsvot between man and
man and those between man and God, about the striving for moral per-
fection, about the multiple meanings of';, ~:iD7. Everything was carefully
crafted even-or especially-for young boys and girls who needed to be

reassured and aroused in the quest for understanding and insight, piety
and spirituality.

The great master-teacher is described as follows:

.;i:i-i;i o~,w~ 1imi -i¡mi lTNi .oy;i m~ mri ir:l? iU1 .o~n ri,;ij? ;i';iw iri"i

His learning enables him to teach and disseminate knowledge among
the people, among all the people; for this purpose of effective, inspiring
teaching, he devises multiple techniques of clarification and exposition
and various strategies of explanation-meshalim harbeh. The wise man
pays a price for his teaching, which is torat hesed.9 For a sage to transmit
knowledge and wisdom to the people, not to a pre-selected elite, is to
be deflected from his own study and writing, his attainments and ad-
vance. Nevertheless he persists and teaches in a stimulating way. This

was the Rov: the rabbi's scholar, the layman's rebbe, the child's guide-
all luminous facets of his untiring teaching-iJ7J 1m n,.i:i,i.
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5.

This remarkable achievement was the consummate expression of com-
bined intellectual and moral prowess-of magnanimity, generosity and
graciousness. The statement in Nedarim 38a comes to mind:

:ï1:N Jin:J:i 1'73'1 7N1W'7 7nm1 1'3' nJ1t7 ;i i;i) ;iW1: . . . i3'117i ;iW1:7 N7N ;i1in ;im') N7

.(t7:J:i ~7W1:) 11iJ~ Ni;i 1~Z¡ J1t7

The Rov had a very bountiful eye; he was a great 1~3. Jiv. He shared
his wisdom and learning with everyone-rabbis and students, various
groups of baale batim, young and old, large gatherings and small assem-
blies. Whether he was interpreting a difficult passage in Tosafos, expli-
cating a particularly recalcitrant formulation by Rambam, interpreting a
comment of Rashi or Ramban on the Torah, he was always the master-
teacher-happily and skillfully making his rich learning available to alL.

In addition, he felt-and compellingly expressed the idea-that

wisdom, like prophecy, was not to be seen as the private possession of
an individual 7::7 :i):i n'::~~w .i~n':i lJi' :io::n:i O1i :iNiJ):i ¡'N. The halakah oblig-
ating a prophet to communicate his prophecy-:in~7. :i~~n inNi:i w:ii:::i N~:i
c'ow 'i':iIO should govern the behavior and attitude of the wise man,
even if a high price is paid. Noblesse oblige; the sage is driven to share
his learning. The Rov ilustrated untiringly the lesson implicit in the
opening halakhot of Rambam, Hilkot Talmud Torah,11 that studying
and teaching constitute one unified mitsvah, one fully integrated per-
formance. As we shall subsequently note, his magnanimity-making his
great mind and soul available to those who thirsted for "the word of
God"-together with the charm and cogency, pedagogic refinement

and rhetorical force of his teaching resulted in an extraordinarily wide-
spread impact which literally made him the 7Niw~ 7W 7Ji.

6.

These comments on magnanimity and bountifulness lead to one more
comment on the Rov's personality. This great man, whose unique
scholarship was admired far and wide and whose wise counsel was
sought throughout the world, was totally unpretentious, free of all
pompousness and officiousness. He deserved and received the greatest
respect but never wanted this to be tinged with artificiality. He opened
the door, answered the telephone, conducted all his correspondence-
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without secretaries, without an office staff, without any bureaucracy.
His resistance to and antipathy for mechanization, institutionalization,
stodginess, perfunctoriness-above all artificiality and pretense-carried
over to his personal behavior. Just as he was far from banality and plati-
tudinousness in thought or style, so he had no use for the artificial,
which is also superficial, in behavior and human relations. The Rov's
greatness was thus expressed also in his individuality, personal authen-
ticity and naturalness in everything he did.

7.

As for his method of Torah teaching-the celebrated Brisker mode of
analysis, interpretation and exposition-let me, in the interests of brevi-
ty, mention two salient components.

(1) This method necessitates treating Rambam's Mishneh Torah
not only as a code of halakhah (as the influential precursor of the Shul-
khan Arukh), but as a commentary on the Talmud; it recognizes that
Rambam the authoritative codifier is eo ipso a versatile, original com-
mentator. This premise yields great exegetical-interpretive freedom in
reconstructing the implicit commentary. The characterization of a state-
ment as a "difficult Rambam" usually presumes a conventional explana-
tion of the Talm ud text or a common form of reconciliation of several
texts; 12 when this conventional interpretation fails to illumine the
Maimonidean formulation, we are left with a "difficult Rambam." It is
self-evident that a curt, normative formulation, an halakhah pesukah, in
the Mishneh Torah, reflects Rambam's latent explanation of Talmudic
texts and halakhic concepts-an explanation that often differs from the
standard commentators. Consequently, a major task of the rabbinic
scholar is to unfold or reconstruct Rambam's unarticulated interpretive
processes-in other words, to compose, by means of fastidious reason-
ing and disciplined hypothesis, the kind of commentary that Rambam
would have written on the Talmud.

The testimony ofRav Menahem ha-Meiri (introduction to Bet ha-
Behirah) concerning the mode of study followed in his school is partic-
ularly informative and enlightening. Having completed the study of a
Talmudic passage and arrived at what seemed to be the "true explana-
tion" of the passage, he would consult the Mishneh Torah in order to
find the practical codificatory summation and frequently the latter, in its
Maimonidean formulation, convinced him that his explanation of the
passage was defective or imprecise. The attempt to align the pesak with
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the sugya necessitates intensive intellectual exertion and relies on great
ingenuity and resourcefulness. Failure to do this wil often leave one

with an inadequate understanding.

,i':i :i~V' N~ 7'J1':i vo!) n1"i~~ win' N~W 'r. ~::W Ni:i ,i"7N Ti:in 7N 1ionr.i ,17 .,r.N 7~::i

n'lio ~1' :i.,i' o'r.im :i:iì:i ,ow:i 'ni .:iT:i ~01'n' N~ Ni:i 01i wi.,'!):i nnON nioivo :i:i.,:i:i

O'ì:inr.i: ,.,!)o:i von:i nY"i"~ wnnr. ~n"':iw::i ¡nON .,iN~:i~ :i:i "nJi:w :iwin ~n"':ii :i~:i:i

o~ii:in:i 7::~ :iN.,i:i i,ioi 11,nN wi::o '7 i':i ìWN '71 :iì:i 'ì!)C:i .,n,'i o:i'i'cn:i O'Jir.ii':i

.1ii:i:: ~i':i :i7i1' N'iic:i .,iN':i :i':i N~W 'oi1':i W'lìr. 'n":i vcn 1.,i O'ì:inr.:i

It is especially interesting, in light of this, to read the Rov's description
of how his father was accustomed to study.

.N'1iC:i nN N.,ii' ;NìOi:i nN nnin ;-:i ::iwi1' :i':i 1Ji .rro.,:i niiiN ~y i~i:m .,:i", '.,1) N:iN

NJ 1"1'J i~WJ1' ;ni!)oin:i-~~1':ii ~î:i ~w iwi.,,!) i:iT ::i~N:i c'i:iiJ .,oiN :i':i 1J inN

1.,i:i 10 :iem cniOJ w,,'n N7 O"'O.,:i 'J Niio N:iN :i':i i'on .Ni:i wi~n 1'N :iN.,Ji z::io.,:i
13.:iviwn:i

Hence the biggest challenge and the delightful opportunity provided by
the Rambam-is the invitation to disciplined yet imaginative interpre-
tive hypothesis, to a hermeneutic which fuses textual precision with
conceptual insight.

I emphasize "disciplined yet imaginative" because that is the key
to understanding what is colloquially referred to as a hiddush.

8.

A hiddush is not something contrived or extraneous or completely auto-
nomous, but an age-old time-less truth waiting to be brought to the
surface. It is an inspiring, edifying, insight not hitherto perceived, a
novel interpretation based upon previously unnoticed associations or
connotations, an elegant clarification which resolves hard-core difficul-
ties. A hiddush is present in Torah, but temporarily invisible. The
resourceful, erudite interpreter, using penetrating logic and creative
powers of association and differentiation, brings this new-old truth to
everyone's attention. This is really what the Ramban is tellng us in the
introduction to his Milhamot ha-shem: :iiin~ ~J'JY:J w~n7 iJ~7Y 7~io:i :Ji~n:i
C"J'~~O niOi7yn iiN7 N':si:i7i n,,~o:ii. The highest praise in Brisk was to react
to an idea or insight, to a beautiful compelling hiddush, with the rhap-
sodic exclamation: :iii11 7W :inON i.e., the hiddush reveals the truth which
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has not previously been grasped.' In the letter which we have already
mentioned, the Rov's father says of him: 71nON7 :iiin:i wi'~nJ ii,:i i~n~ Ni:i.

It is well known that the Talmud (Sukkah 28a) characterizes R.
Eleazar as never having transmitted a teaching which he did not hear
from his teachers-indeed, he himself proclaimed N7W iJi 'niON N7i

tJ7iyO 'Ji ~!:0 ~nYow. Yet, elsewhere (in 1m ~:iii niJN), our Rabbis emphasize
that he was the master of doctrines which nobody ever heard prior to
his teaching them: tJ7iyO ciN 1TiN 1nyoW N7W. Many have correctly suggest-

ed that these two descriptions are not contradictory. R. Eleazar's grasp

of the masorah was so comprehensive, his knowledge so fastidious, his
understanding so profound, his intuition so keen, that his :iyiow, his tra-
dition, included themes and motifs, premises, conclusions and insights
unknown to others. He elaborated them and they, in turn, became
components of the masorah.

There are in the Rambam's Mishneh Torah hundreds and hundreds
of hiddushim-in addition to those explicitly signaled by the phrase "it
seems to me" (~7 :iNi~)-which the commentators acknowledge by not-
ing that they are original Maimonidean formulations: i~7N tJ"'iNi iJJi ~i:ii;
cioiN7 c~iJi:i tJ~~iNii :i~W!:Ji NiJO and similar phrases. They do not strain to
find an explicit source; rather they highlight the novelty, are stimulated
by its profundity, savor the felicity of style, power of compression,
wealth of allusions while they experience time and again the delicacy

and dynamism of the innumerable original explanations and conclu-
sions; in a word, they confront, admire and are stimulated by the multi-
splendored originality.

The masorah is being deepened and expanded by a great hakham
ha-masorah who succeeds in discovering inherent, authentic ideas which
have not received any attention or have not been given the primacy and
prominence which they deserve and, concomitantly, the opportunity to
influence our thinking and behavior.

The Rov, at the beginning of his essay Ra (ayonot (al ha- Tefillah,
had occasion to comment on this phenomenon, this process of hiddush
(intuitive, authentic interpretation and expansion) as follows:

:iiir.'?i :iN'i'N niNWJ C'r.Y~'? .i'n':i 01 .'ii~o':i:i ii:i'i:i :ìi'i~'?i :i'?iN17 O'j:ii'ì 7~:i

:inmmwm :iii'i:ir. :iniN N'iim :i7 :iiij::i :i7NU N:iW iy .:i:iwnr.:i ni~iYr.:i n'Jit)'?Ni

.ni'ì~ir.7i niin'?

:i'?iNi'? iinni ni'?i'? i~j: iN :ii ¡r.¡7 iJii'JW riii:io pW' .ri'n~'?:i:i :i:iwnt):i z: :i7iNi :iJW'

N'ii:i'? :iniw:i:i ;in:i iniNW '?Niw' 't)~nt) inN Ni:i '?NU:i:7Nl1 7Nii:i N:iW iy riiiii iwt):i

.n'n::'?:i:i :i:iwnt):i ni'¡~it)7 :inii'i:io :ii:io:i iN :i~'w:i riN
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It is self-evident that not everyone is qualified or licensed to sub-
mit novellae and not every hiddush will be absorbed into the main-

stream of our masorah. When we read the Talmudic statement that
win7 i~nY i"ni i~07nw :io 7:: was included in the original revelation of
Torah, the adjective vatik resonates in a special way: only a trusted,
thoughtful transmitter, one who carries the masorah and contributes to
it with dedication, authenticity and creative understanding, joins the
august company of hakhme ha-masorah. Originality and innovativeness
are outgrowths of being saturated with traditional categories and con-
cepts. There is a weighty inducement to novelty but it is accompanied
by a deep sense of responsibility and accountability.

9.

It should be noted that mighty historical challenges-conditions of
adversity, tendencies to decline, symptoms of erosion-elicit especially
creative responses from these great sages who are the guardians and
interpreters of the masorah. My son Reb Mayer called attention to the
complementary terminology used by Rambam to describe the hakhme
ha-masorah: they are :isrow:i ~i'~nYo and :i~i~io (Mishneh Torah, introduc-
tion and Hilkot Teshuvah, III, 8), transmitters of tradition and its inter-
preters. Actually the Rov commented on the significance of the phrase
:i~i~io li1'n::o in Hilkot Teshuvah III, 8 in his famous shiur on kiddush ha-
kodesh (now reprinted in Kovets Hiddushe Torah, p.6L.) They counter
the challenge, which ordinarily produces pessimism and demoralization,
with intellectual creativity and spiritual virtuosity which can only result
in optimism and revitalization. These wise men, teachers par excellence,
inexhaustible sources of inspiration and commitment, sustain and ad-
vance the authoritative masorah.14

10.

(2) The second component in his method of teaching is the following:
the primary mode of interpretation used in this process is abstract con-
ceptualization-i.e., to find or extrapolate the unarticulated idea, the

unperceived association, the unifying or differentiating characteristic
which informs the plethora of details; to identify and analyze the con-
cept which undergirds the many apparently disparate facts. This often
involved the imaginative translation of facts into ideas; "pots and pans"
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become abstract concepts. The method probes into the inner strata of
Talmudic logic and formulates the disparities as well as similarities
between various passages in the light of conceptual analysis. Complex
concepts, discussed fragmentarily in numerous sections of the Talmud
or unrelated contexts of the Maimonidean code, are defined with vigor
and precision, with dialectical insight and acuity.

11.

This entire method which, at the risk of oversimplification, I have
reduced to its most essential features, lends dignity to Torah, enhances
:iiin:i .ii:1. Original and profound, elegant and enthralling, such novel
interpretations combining massive erudition with great intuition speak
not only to one's religious consciousness but fully engage the mind as
welL. They powerfully rebut the platitudinous Haskalah indictment of
Talmud study as intellectually insipid and spiritually stultifYing. There is
not only technical proficiency and extensive knowledge but intellectual-
aesthetic delight in the process of learning. By his mastery and repercus-
sive application of this method, as a result of readily discernible, extra-
ordinary sophistication and generally admired unfailing originality, the
Rov enhanced kevod ha-torah. His teaching was intellectually exciting
and religiously upliftng.

There is a story that when the Rov's great-grandfather, the Beit
Halevi, met Reb Yisroel Salanter, he would repeat to him some hid-
dushim of his son Reb Hayyim, the most forceful protagonist, if not the
originator, of ths approach in modern times. Reb Yisroel Salanter, who
was very much attuned to contemporary nineteenth century develop-
ments coming in the wake of emancipation and enlightenment, and who
agonized over the negative phenomena which he observed, responded as
follows: "The next generation will study Torah that way and we shall
overcome the haskalah." What are we to make of this remarkable state-
ment? What is the connection between the two parts of his statement?

Reb Yisroel Salanter meant to say that in addition to the religious-
metaphysical commitment which must be nurtured and sustained,
young people need intellectual challenge and intellectual satisfaction.
He knew well that many thought-mistakenly-that haskalah provided

this kind of intellectual excitement; that is why an analytic-conceptual
method, equal to any in its rigor and profundity, in its vigorous disci-
pline and its invigorating results, would rehabilitate halakah while repu-
diating haskalah.
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The Rov does not tell this story, as far I know, but I found one
sentence in his eulogy on his uncle the Brisker Rov which makes
the same point very poignantly. In that remarkable-revelatory essay,

which contains a spirited characterization of Reb Hayyim's method
(i'O~ì:i W~N c~~n 'ì nv~w), more sharply delineated than what is described in

Ish Ha-Halakha~the Rov asks about his grandfather's decisive im-
pact: C~7i::~ iJ":i N7i 7Niw~0 :iiin nn::nwo :iri~:i Ni;i N707~NW .:i!:~ in:: :i~:i :irJ:i
ir :i!:ii'nJ :iniN l'Jì:i7.

What was the secret of his genius; if not for his trail-blazing, stim-
ulating, widely repercussive achievement, we would not be able to teach
and disseminate Torah.

The Rov, who frequently emphasized the importance of enhanc-
ing :iiin iiJ::, who saw this as the assignment given us in this age by
Divine Providence, was privileged to do this more than anyone else. He
was the teacher who disseminated Torah in this age with verve and zeal,
emphasizing the nobility of the intellectual process, the exhilaration of
learning, the beauty of Torah study 15.

The same statement that he made about his grandfather is applica-
ble to him, . . . . :i!:~ in:: ;i~:i ;iOJ

We should note that the Rov's early :iiin ~wi"n deal with themes of
c~vir and c~wijì; they are markedly original and completely classical in
theme and format. He has appropriated Reb Hayyim's approach and in-
dividualized it by his erudition, clarity of insight and mode of exposition.
His innovations and acuity-using a method characterized by inno-
vation-are salient. Subsequently, he chose to concentrate on themes of
prayer, benedictions, Torah reading, festivals and fast days-these are, of
course, the topics of his celebrated YahrzeIt Shiurim. He sought themes
that had not been studied in ths way; dichotomies between technical-

theoretical and popular-practical were not reaL. Topics considered to be
popular, well-known and accessible were transformed by his profoundly
original and repercussive analysis.

12.

The other major area of his teaching, which is conventionally described
as his philosophy, is, in my opinion, best seen-to use traditional reli-
gious categories-as his incessant, inspired preoccupation with r"'rJ~J!:
:iìin:i or :iiin:i nOWJ. One utilizes contemporary philosophic terminology
and phenomenology-that is a stylistic, conceptual requirement basic to
the very enterprise-but one's goal is the same as that of the great
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thinkers of previous generations: to penetrate to the inner core of

Torah, to expound its essential beliefs, to explain what is contained in
mitsvot, to unfold their teleology (which is sometimes explicit and
sometimes allusive), to understand the dynamics of Torah shebeJal peh

and its axiology and hence to deepen one's comprehension and intensi-
fy one's experience. This endeavor is not extraneous to Torah, not inde-
pendent of halakah, but is an integral, indispensable part of it; as the
Ramban put it: :iiinJ iiO'7 Ni:i :iiin:i miON iio'7. It is not merely an intel-
lectual indulgence or a concession to the attraction of philosophic study
but the fulfillment of a basic religious duty. Use of philosophic language
and conceptualization is integral-indeed it may provide the stimulus

for an analysis which yields new insights in the realm of:iiin:i ni~O~Jn.

The Rov illustrated vividly and powerfully the meaning and majes-
ty of the Rambam's formulation (Hilkot Teshuvah, X, 6) concerning the
instrumental relationship between wide-ranging philosophic knowledge
and the ultimate religious attainment.

:ni:i ON' ~~~ ~~~ ON .:iJ.:iN:i :i':in :i~i:i '!J ?~, .i:iin~w ninJ. N'?N :i"'i':i J.:iiN U~N

U1j? MN 1'? o'~'i,~:i n1JOn1 nv::m:i '?'::W:i'?1 1'J.:i'? 'oi~ in''? oiN:i l'ii i:~!J' .:iJ.i:i

.l'W:i'?1 p.:i'? oiNJ. W'W 70 '!J::

This resonant formulation highlights the inexorable link between
knowledge of God and love of God; it provides a double spiritualistic
teleology for a comprehensive and rigorous intellectualism. Wide rang-
ing philosophic knowledge leads to knowledge of God which in turn is
a prerequisite for love of God. Indeed, no attempt is made, here or else-
where, to camouflage or gloss over the robust intellectualism-only to
emphasize its true spiritual purpose.

We may say that the Rov disproved the assumption of practically
all religious philosophers since Wiliam James that "primary experience
and conceptual articulation are always at odds with each other", that

there is a difference between "philosophy of religion as dialectic of ideas
and living religion in its "pristine form" .16 His point of departure-his
method, his objective-was not formal scholastic philosophy of religion,
which he knew well in all its guises, but rather a glorious masorah of
Ahavat Hashem, De)ot, and Talmud Torah, of Zohar and ShaJare Grah,
of Reshit Hokhmah and Likkute Torah; a masorah in which the dialectic
of ideas provides a natural, nurturing framework for the primary reli-
gious experience-for the primary experience and for the open-ended,

ongoing religious quest. He is in the tradition of the Hovot Ha-Levavot

(e.g., introduction, book one, book five) and of that ever-fascinating
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Chapter 51 of the thrd part of the Moreh Nevukhim which insisted that
profound knowledge of God is necessary for the true service of God.
This is intellectualism, to be sure, but not a self-contained or self-suffi-
cient intellectualism. It is intellectualism with a higher purpose which
thus bridges what seems to be a yawning chasm between dialectical
analysis and philosophical discourse on one side and subjective experi-
ence and normative religious action on the other.

13.

I want to clarifY a bit more the role of philosophy. There is, in my
opinion, no justification for debate or equivocation concerning the
Rov's relation to general culture-philosophy, science, literature-but it

is necessary to put this in a proper perspective. The facts are unmistak-
able. He achieved sovereign mastery of these fields and used his knowl-
edge selectively, creatively and imaginatively, with great philosophic
acumen and originality. He often reminisced with me about his student
years and his unquenchable thirst for knowledge, which, he said, was
characteristic of many of his contemporaries. He recalled that straitened
material circumstances never dampened his enthusiasm for study. The
impact of those years on him was great and lasting; his quest for wide-
ranging scientific-humanistic knowledge was successfuL. The record of
his dedicated quest for and ongoing use of this knowledge is clear and
unambiguous.

The following may be a useful way of approaching this topic. If
you knew nothing about the Rambam's programmatic statements con-
cerning the religious value of the process of intellectualization, his ideo-
logical conviction concerning the indispensabilty of philosophy for
Torah, his passionate commitment to demonstrating the inseparabilty
and complementarity of two apparently discordant but intriniscally har-
monious disciplines (referred to as Torah and gutey Torah); if you were
not acquainted with these forcefully articulated positions and merely
studied the Commentary on the Mishnah-the most popular of his writ-
ings-you would be struck by the multiple contexts in which philoso-
phy, philosophers, and philosophic ideas appear. Indeed, you need read
only the Shemonah Perakim and the commentary on Pirke Avot and you
will encounter directly his extensive use of philosophy, repeated refer-
ences to philosophers and incisive analysis of philosophic problems.
There is no need for any apriori statement of intention or a method-
ological-ideological prologue. His actions, his words, the message
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which he communicates to his readers, by the scope, style and subtlety
of his writing, tell the entire story. The ready, abundant references and
forceful disquisitions buttress his reputation as an enthusiastic propaga-
tor of philosophy and a creative religious philosopher.

Similarly, if you knew nothing about the Rov's biography and
merely studied the Ish Ha-Halakah (published in 1944) you would con-
front a massive, strategic reliance on the history of philosophy and sci-
ence. The first two pages introduce you to Hegel, Kierkegaard, Rudolph
Otto and Karl Barth, Eduard Spranger and Ferdinand Lasalle, Rousseau,
Nietzsche, Bergson, Spengler and Heidegger-a breathtaking list. A
page later you meet Plato and Aristotle, Galileo and Newton and soon
thereafter Husserl, Scheler, Berkeley and Hermann Cohen. If you per-
sisted and made your way to the end of this remarkable philosophical-
spiritual meditation, the very last note refocuses your attention on a cast
of influential figures: Kant and Hermann Cohen, Kierkegaard, Ibsen,
Scheler and Heidegger together with the Rambam and ibn Gabriol and
then once again, after a passing reference to Duns Scotus, on to Schop-
enhauer and Nietzsche. These references reflect not only great erudition
and precision in the history of philosophy but also a philosophic temper,
a philosophic mode of thinkng, a subtle, analytical mind.

In addition, we may note certain propositions, affirmations or
generalizations which stand out. For example, the following sentence
summarizing the views of many thinkers concerning "religious con-
sciousness" (toda Cah datit), (perhaps the major motif in the Rav's writ-

ings) in the opening paragraph of the Ish Ha-Halakah, is enthralling:

.77JJ :i'i,;i;i l'7;in7 1'lUJ 71;ii ~'7vi';i 7U1 n'~v7~~i;i OnJU17.:i n7.~;i 77. ;i:ii;i w~

ir'ii;i ni7.7ir;ii n'ni;i ;i1'iir;i 7N on~J m1~ i,7i,iii ~iJ 7iv .iu¡:i"v 7W ori~vw;iJi

.;iT~n~~JNJ ir~J i~1' now ,~i~J ni;i W'N 7W

The halakic master invites the reader to ponder carefully certain
philosophical and theological classics which illumine the antithetical
structure of religious experience and creativity-the theme which en-
thralled him.

Similarly, the following sweeping generalization concerning
Christian theology, in I(ol Dodi Dofek-the great manifesto of religious
Zionism-also arrests your attention by virtue of its authoritativeness
and comprehensiveness:

o'win;i O'117N'n;i i1' i'~i7. l~01' ~7." TNO .n'ii7N'n;i rii~OJ ;i~'¡:7. ;iV'i'J iii~ w'

.n'i~ii;i ;i'117N'nJ n'TJiO;i ;inJ;i;i ;iJ~;iJ ,,' 71'W ,;iT;i 7111;i N7~;i nN 1'J:i7 'iJ ,iJ'7.':i
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In the evocative eulogy of his uncle, the Brisker Rov, the Rov finds
it useful and appropriate to characterize the innovative aspects of R.

Hayyim Brisker's method by positioning it in the framework of the con-
ceptualization and mathematization of nature developed by the found-
ers of classical and modern physics from Galieo and Newton until our
own time. He then suggests, a bit further in the same essay, that there is
a basic analogy between Kant's declaration concerning the indepen-
dence of pure reason and Reb Hayyim's insistence upon the autonomy
of the reason of halakah:

.n'UNo~no-n'37io;i ;iì:i;i:i 7Ul ;iìi;iu;i :iJiJn;i 7Ul ;innot0311 711 T'ì:i;i in37Ul:i UJNj?

.;iO'ìUL ;-ouimlo ;i'ì Y:ni :i:i'ì;i;i mi:n 'ìw iiìnw;i non'ìo nlo on'ìJ o"n i

The clarity and naturalness of the comparisons underscore that
this mode of reference, and of perception (using universal concepts and
moving from the general to the particular), is integral to his way of
thinking and exposition. That is the way to clarify, to conceptualize, or
to put in perspective; that way of conceptualization and exposition pro-
vides the infrastructure of all his writing.

Particularly striking in this context are the citations from belles-
lettres: e.g., Tolstoy's Death of Ivan Ilitch; Ibsen; Stefan Zweig's article
on Tölstoy (which is introduced for purposes of comparison with Reb
Hayyim) Y. L. Peretz's Bonze Shweig, or Reise Bilder; or the theory of
literature (Aristotle's Poetics). I note parenthetically that the Rov liked
literature and appreciated good literary criticism; he could easily have
been a literary critic-erudite and insightfuL.

All this is a given-crystal clear, absolutely incontestable, very

meaningfuL.

14.

What is distinctive is the fact that the Rov does not preach or cajole,
persuade or brainwash; he does not present an elaborate rationale for
the study of philosophy. The latter simply appears as part of his intellec-
tual capital; he uses it freely and wisely and effectively in his various
expositions and explorations of Jewish thought. The Rov's philosophic
and homiletical corpus has no apologetics; there is no attempt to argue
and demonstrate the importance of general learning as an abstract prop-
osition just as there is no attempt to defend or glorify western culture.
Similarly, there is no attempt to demonstrate that traditional Judaism is
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completely congruent with philosophy (or any part of it). This truly
noteworthy feature is a result of the fact that for the Rov there was
nothing essentially problematic about the masorah; he did not feel com-
pelled to prove that Torah and philosophy or science are compatible.

Neither Kant nor Kierkegaard, Hegel or Husser! are a source of author-
itative norms or principles to which Judaism must conform. Rather
Kant and Kierkegaard, Bergson and James and many other figures from
classical to contemporary thought provide a reservoir of ideas and
insights, concepts and categories to be used critically and constructively
in the analysis and clarification of aspects of the masorah-indeed, in
the attempt to portray and explain the traditional, often-maligned
Talmudist or to enhance one's appreciation for the unique religious sig-
nificance of halakhah. The cliches of the history of Jewish thought-
synthesis, symbiosis, harmony, reconciliation-are missing from his
vocabulary and are not applicable to his teaching. His all-encompassing
philosophic, scientific and humanistic knowledge served him for his
own purposes, for creative, enthralling exposition, for urbane, intell-
gent discourse, for subtle, sophisticated commentary on Torah ideas. .

Indeed, I think that what the Rov reports in the name of Reb
Hayyim Brisker concerning the proper understanding of the famous
midrash on the akedah is emblematic of his intellectual position. The
midrash says that only after the angel told Abraham not to harm the
young Isaac (i31:i:i 7N 1i' n7wn 7N) did he inquire of God about the appar-
ent contradiction in His statements to him: N"j?' j?ni'J ~:: '7 niON 7iOTiN
:i7'317 ow i:i731:1' 1i'n~ nN 1:J nN nj? '7 niON 7ionNi .31ir 17.

On the one hand you told me yesterday that "it is through Isaac
that offspring shall be continued for you" and then, on the other hand,
you said to me "take your only son and offer him as a sacrifice." The
drama of the akedah is not only in binding Isaac on the altar but also in
the inner struggle of Abraham to avoid positing even for a moment that
God's words are contradictory: 'ii:iN iw~n:::i .oi7wi on ,i7~N:: '; ~i:1 nN OOTi N7lV.

His faith had to remain consistent and unfragmented. When the
angel's appearance resolved the apparent contradiction, the apparent

absurdity and self-negation of two such antithetical statements, only
then was Abraham free to ask. The Rov quotes his grandfather's inter-
pretation: 1::'07i 7NW7 ~NlVi C:i.,JN :i':i N7 .NJ N7 31~i::D:i ~W'7W:i ~in:i:iw 70r 7::

:irno;i i,io 131 j?oNn:i and then adds his peroration: ni::i C~jì7N:i W~N 7W :iy,in;i

1ri i~:iJ iiNJ 7N:i C~31jì'J Nii:i:ii ~jì:i31 in17J:i.

We recognize the significance and forcefulness of this statement,
for descriptions of the religious consciousness-the self-awareness, tur-

bulence and steadfast commitment of the homo religiosus-are among
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the salient, recurrent themes of the Rov's writing. This formulation
reflects a man of perfect faith who does not feel a need to look for exter-
nal justification or adventitious vindication. Faith, the motive force and
defining norm in the behavior and thought of the homo religiosus, needs
to be understood, to be analyzed and internalized; its demands may be
challenging but its essence is restraint, discipline and commitment.

The Rov's teaching is not cast as an apology for traditional Juda-
ism or as an attempt to harmonize it with some general school of

thought. The masorah is not subordinated to any extraneous system nor
does it need to be validated by aligning it with Kant or HegeL. It needs
to be appropriated and explicated, to be analyzed and conceptualized.

The Rov's teaching-drawing freely from Torah and hokhmah-fasci-
nates us for its compelling interpretive insights and uncanny intuitions,
its theological subtleties, philosophical perceptions and moral nuances,
its beauty and profundity. We are never told to be defensive or apolo-
getic. The Rov's message is the following: When you know your way-
your point of departure and goals-then use philosophy, science and

the humanities to ilumine your exposition, sharpen your categories,
probe the profundities and subtleties of the masorah and reveal its
charm and majesty; in so doing, you should be able to command res-
pect from the alienated and communicate with some who might other-
wise be hostile or indifferent to your teaching as well as to increase the
sensitivity and spirituality of the committed.

The discussion of the akedah is completely congruent with the
Rov's finely-honed comments on the significance of the cosmological
and ontological proofs for the existence of God-an axial theme in the
history of philosophy. The Rov emphasizes with great passion that these
proofs should not be seen as logical, objective, epistemologically valid
but as expressions of man's natural yearning for God. c~noi07 C'jiijii UN rN
ni~Niii:i iio' N~:i C~jii7N:i n~iin N7:i ':: .:in::i:i CW7 :i7N.

Direct religious experience guarantees absolute certitude; logical
inferences from the finite to the infinite, from the temporal to the Eter-
nal are insignificant and pale in comparison. Proofs should be seen as
functions of direct religious experiences, not based on the process of
logical deduction, not making scientific-epistemological claims. rN
:ii7-N:1 nN :i~ni N~:i "'W~1io'" .:iji~oo N,i :iw'jio N~:i rN .c~noio n::nin n~ni:i :i~iin:i

n~1i7iVJiN:i :i~iin:i 7W :i:nn ,inJ.

Again we return to the nature of "religious consciousness" which
makes the experience of the living God part of the ontological aware-

ness. The religious consciousness is not to be subservient to or deriva-

tive from any philosophic impetus; indeed, it is powerful and plays a
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leadership role in philosophical reflection. This is the thrust of R. Hay-
yim's statement about "two passages which contradict one another,"
:it nN:it c~w~n:Jo:i c~:Jin:: 'JW. This is the upshot of the Rov's statement con-
cerning proofs of the existence of God. The context is different, the
vocabulary is different, the religious-intellectual position is the same.

Such a perspective highlights the uniqueness of the Rov's teach-
ing, both in comparison with modern Jewish thinkers and with the ris-
honim as welL. Unlike R. Azriel Hildesheimer who devoted his immense
learning to showing, inter alia, that there was no conflct between the
philological-historical methods of modern scholarship and traditional
views and assumptions; unlike R. Samson R. Hirsch or Rav Reines or
Rav Kook who, with varying degrees of success or consistency, elaborat-
ed philosophic, meta-historical conceptualizations explaining the impor-
tance of western culture; unlike those nineteenth and twentieth century
thinkers who believed that Judaism had to be vindicated and verified in
terms of contemporary European philosophy; the Rov made no sophis-
ticated arguments in behalf of philosophy and did not engage in intri-
cate apologetics. There is no confrontation with philosophy. Synthesis

was not the driving force of his system. He mastered philosophy-it was
a valuable part of his intellectual endowment. He then selected from his
magisterial erudition what was useful and constructive, insightful and
enhancing-e.g., Kant on the noumenon-phenomenon, Bergson on
epistemological pluralism, Otto on the nature of the holy, Kierkegaard

on the existentialist critique of Hegelianism, Barth on the role of dialec-
tics and antithetical categories; he selected and used ideas strategically
and effectively. Of course, he did the same-mutatis mutandis-with
the Moreh Nevukhim and the Tanya. His blessed combination of mas-
sive knowledge and great originality enabled him to formulate and
express axial religious ideas in a universal philosophic language as well
as a particularly Jewish idiom-a special kind of p:iii NJW~7.

This is the secret of his extraordinary creative philosophic writing;
he was not artifically constrained by anyone schooL. 17 He did not have
to conform in a rigid-scholastic way to any system. His works reflect the
same structural pattern: abstract analytical-dialectical philosophical writ-
ing laced with lyrical flashes, autobiographical reminiscences and touch-
ing scenes based on familial lore or related generally to hakhme ha-
masorah. While the philosophic exposition is erudite and enlightening,
the impetus and the objective of his writings are distinctly religious;
generically they belong to the great religious literature of all times.

Hence, to look for apparent contradictions and inconsistencies in
his various works, to quibble whether his premises and arguments are
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medieval or modern, rationalistic or pietistic, to argue whether his
thought should be described as existentialist or dialectical, Kierkegaardi-
an or neo- Kantian, is not very edifying. He was neither Kantian nor
Kierkegaardian and he could be both; while he had the intellectual abili-

ty and resourcefulness to expound their ideas vigorously and critically,
what he chose to do was to use them carefully and selectively for his con-
structive-expository purposes. The apparent contradictions reflect his
dialectical style of writing, his effective use of typologies in which oppo-
site phenomena and antithetical atttudes are elucidated. In addition, it
has been frequently noted that style is a mixture of self-expression and
self control, of exposition and concealment; in our idiom we would
describe this dialectic as 1N:J Jin:J C::~J07 'n~ij)w :ioo ini~ or :iiin ~iJi
,nN cij?OJ c'i~Wi1' 10ij?oJ C~~Ji1. Therefore, it is only natural, quite predictable

and fully understandable that the degree of expression and control wil

vary, that different modes of self will be selectively expressed, that we wil
find varying exposures, different modalities and successive moods-all of
which, taken together, produce a complete, polychromatic picture. We
must avoid fragmentization of his literary corpus, be wary of extrapolat-
ing one theme or one segment and analyzing it in isolation. The archi-
medean points of his teaching always need to be identified. 

is

15.

The hakhme ha- Masorah who are chosen to affect the destiny of the
Jewish people often appear at a critical juncture in history-at a time of

fatigue and frustration, social despair and intellectual gloom, when
Torah study seems to be in irreversible decline and its very continuity
threatened as a result of historical vicissitudes and inexorable, apparent-
ly insurmountable pressures. I emphasize "often" because obviously

there is an unbroken chain of hakhme ha-Masorah, of ma)atike ha-
shemuJah (:ii1iow;i ~j?~ni1o)-but times of crisis bring forth especially cre-

ative sages, driven by a mission and a vision, whose role is crucial and
whose influence is profound and re-invigorating. The powerful words
of Rambam, simultaneously frightening and energizing, resonate in our
minds: nJ~Ji iJ'o::n no::n :iiJNi .7:3:i nN ~i1w:i :ij)n,i ni'~n~ nii~:i iOj?n :iT:i 10T:ii
:iinOJ iJ~JiJJ.

"In our days," Maimonides writes in the introduction to the
Mishneh Torah, "all feel the pressure of hard times. The wisdom of our
wise men has disappeared, the understanding of our prudent men is
hidden;" this motif from Isaiah (29:14), the disappearance of the wis-
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dom of our wise men, becomes a standard slogan describing the worri-
some decline in scholarship, as evidenced by its use in the introduction
to the Tur and the Shulhan Aruk. At such a time of intellectual-spiritual
eclipse, Rambam felt that he had to act boldly and heroically: "I, Moses
the son of Maimon the Sefardi, bestirred myself. . . to compose a work
from which the entire Oral Law might become systematically known to
all . . . so that all the rules shall be accessible to young and old N:inw iy
7i'171 lVj77 r~i71 l"J~i:i 7:: P:i~W ,y .7:::i 'OJ :i¡iic :i7i:: :io 73':1W :iiin. His

response to a critical situation characterized by diminishing knowledge
of Torah was to compose a comprehensive, systematic work that could
be studied by great and small, learned and unlearned. This was a novel,

daring enterprise-an act of intellectual and religious courage.
It is noteworthy that a similar sense .of crisis, of challenge and

response, underlies his description of the period of R. Yehudah ha-Nasi
and his momentous redaction of the Mishnah. "And why did our holy
master act thus (to reduce the oral tradition to writing) and not leave

the matter as it was? Because he saw that the disciples were becoming
few, and new troubles were coming upon them." wiij77' iJ~Ji :iWY :i07i
niwinnr. nii~:ii .l~7i:i1 lvyorio C~"07nw :iNiw ~07 ?:i':iw rio:: iJi:i n~J:i N7i . . . 1:
.. . niNJi

The chaotic and unsettled conditions of the country, the wide-
spread demographic-social instability, the crushing confrontation with
destructive historical forces, brought in their wake a serious impoverish-
ment of the people's spiritual-intellectual forces. R. Yehudah ha-Nasi
was stationed on the crest of a great wave of learning and, before his
contemporaries and successors fell into the troughs, he had to act deci-
sively. The redaction of the Mishnah, like the Mishneh Torah many cen-
turies later, was a novel, daring achievement. R. Yehudah ha-Nasi and,
consciously following him, R. Mosheh Ben Maimon were hakhme ha-
masorah who acted creatively, courageously, and decisively to safeguard
the masorah.

Recent sages, fully aware of the nexus between crisis and creativity
in the history of our masorah, reflected upon the aetiology and teleolo-
gy of this phenomenon. Let us note two beautiful, resonant examples.
The ilustrious founder of Gerer hasidism, known as the Hidushe Ha-
Rim-a spiritual-intellectual giant of formidable resources who guided
Polish Jewry during the first half of the nineteenth century and whose
influence remains widespread-provides insight into this phenomenon
by commenting on R. Akiva and his troubled, turbulent, traumatic
times. The terse comment of the Hidushe Ha-Rim19 contains an entire
philosophy of Jewish history, a religious conceptualization of the devel-
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opment of Torah study focusing especially on why there are periods of
strikingly intense creativity and overwhelming originality.

10TJ ~:i nw .i"iJni n, "1J :iWO, "iJ N'W triJ' . . . i: 'v' ,:i '01J ii ,r.i3' ;m
,i7'3' ,:i;i 'JiJNW C'Ji,nN 71"" pw 7:i .TNW ,n'J :i,ir ,iN i'N:i, i,ii:ir. ~:i p",rr

'li,'!: "'N'W ,J'W ci'v' ,.i~:io . . . i:i i71,ir '7i, wo:i 71NT: ;i,,71:i V' ,,'w iJ' lNi

;un Y-"3' ',iNW 'i:i ,'71" 71ivOYJ ;i,ir ',J, i'N ni"'J c~r.Y!' C"'NO 71NT7 . . . :i,ir:i

.rïl1m7 'JJ:J7 ni~:i,

Because R. Akva lived during a particularly turbulent and pessi-
mistic period-the aftermath of the destruction of the beit ha-Mikdash
and the tragically abortive uprising of Bar Kochba-the light of Torah
had to shine more radiantly and more powerfully than ever. Precious
perspectives on Torah (iJ~3J ;inNi ij?~ 7::), unperceived even by Moshe
Rabbenu, were made visible. Intense preoccupation with and discerni-
ble enhancement of Torah was the only effective response to the histori-
cal challenge-and this describes R. Akva and his mission as a hakham
ha-masorah. The first Gerer Rebbe adds that this dynamic feature ac-
counts for the fact that sometimes, in these generations, words of Torah
are iluminated with greater profundity. This burst of creative energy is
a historic-providential need.

In the second half of the nineteenth century the remarkable Rab-
benu Zadok ha-Cohen of Lublin-another charter member of the acad-

emy of unique hakhme ha-masorah-also comments on the dialectic
which characterizes the relation between adversity of dispersion and
glory of creativity.

71i:i:i7 i,o';i Nv"i i:iTi .Ni,~~ Ni;i ;iVOOJ:i ':i .Nii'~:ii 71'71:i '3' TO'O l"N:i 3"O)J ':i"

"0 ":iw io:ii .;¡'O' i:iT :iiir 'w :i"tJ'JW C'OYO 7' ciON:ii .!JYJwi71 "TJ ï3' 71ii:i:i,i

CY:i '17 (m 1:) NOim71J "N,:ii .iioo:ii win:i "17 !:"17JW,71:i cw ;iiO"71JW ,JJ 71i,iJ

..YW ,017:i J" ;ir.:in :iii:i ':i iONJW io:ii .,i0771 "3' i7N ,7"i iiN iNi iivin:i c~:i,i:i:i

.t1'''17Jwin 7W :io:in:i 71iJi71:i NJ 017:i Ji,:i

The verse from ICohelet (1:18) "for in much wisdom is much
anger" is interpreted to mean that the increase of anger (kaJas), despon-
dency, and irritation brings in its wake an increase in wisdom (hokmah)
knowledge and understanding of Torah shebeJal peh. This paradoxical
principle was already discernible during the Babylonian exile, for then
the Torah shebeJal peh was established. The people walking in darkness
saw a great light-profound knowledge of Torah. In a time of exile, of
demographic and spiritual dislocation, there is paradoxically a quantum
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leap in Torah study and creativity. The hakhme ha-masorah must adopt
heroic measures which not only preserve but exponentially increase-
deepen and expand-the tradition and reveal its luminousness.2o

In light of this dialectical principle, we may turn our attention to
a remarkable, provocative passage in Masseket Gittin (88b), :i~n::i ~NO
'J~ì'i7N ':i j7~ii ~:: .iJ~7Y :iN'J'i ,:iyi7i 7Y ';' iij7W~i.

God was zealous with regard to the evil and brought it upon us,
for the Lord our God is righteous. :iyi:i 7Y '; iij7w~i .iJ~j7'7N ': j7~iii ciwo
iJ~'Y :iN~:i~i. This almost sounds like a cruel joke, a perverse, cynical state-
ment made tongue in cheek. If God accelerates the pace so that good
events happen quickly, we understand and appreciate that as an expres-
sion of His compassion and benevolence. However, zeal with regard
to evil-how is that perceived and justified as divine righteousness?
(iJ~j7i7N ':i j7~ii ~::): The Gemora clarifies:

ni'?i:i :i':i :i'n::i nb"~j? :i'i)' ni71 l"iY' i:i'j?ii ni71 :i71:iW 7Niw' Ci1 7'j?:i :iWi1 :ij?ii

"io7Y .1'win:: 7:::i iWi1J l'nni!Jll :i),:iw 1Virr (i:: ,:i C'::70) i,i7N iiOb:ii win:i .:i'J::'

.i,7N :ib::i .1'nnin J)'N :iiw l'iiiOW 7i'::

The answer is based on interpreting .,100:ii w.,n:i in the verse from
the Book of Kings as metaphors for the great hakhme ha-masorah. The
divine righteousness is manifest in the fact that the last exiles (galut Zid-
kiyahu) from the Land of Israel arrived while the authoritative, univer-
sally respected transmitters and interpreters of Torah were stil alive and
able to secure the masorah among the exiles. Had more time elapsed
between galut Yèchonya and galut Zidkiyahu, the influential transmit-
ters of Torah would no longer have been on the scene: the exiles would
have been doomed to spiritual impoverishment and gradual estrange-
ment from the masorah-they would have been caught in the assimila-
tion syndrome.

In American Jewish history, the pattern of immigration was the re-
verse. Galut Zidkiyahu-Iarge numbers of exiles from Europe-reached
the shores of the United States and there was spiritual confusion and

desolation. There was little Torah leadership and the situation of the
masorah was precarious-it looked as if the ominous possibility of
Torah being forgotten (n::nwnw :iiin) might be realized. People lacked
learning and dignity and pride-and the anxiety about the future was

deep. In my opinion it is clear that dispassionate and non-partisan
chroniclers of American Jewry in the twentieth century (and, by exten-
sion, of the fate of traditional Jewry everywhere) wil underscore the ar-
rival of the Rov over sixty years ago (at the end of 1932) as a turning
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point in the spiritual destiny of American Jewry, as the beginning of the
arrival and flourishing of galut Yèchonya, the saving of the battered
galut Zidkiyahu as a result of the new vitality, remarkable resilience and
enhanced confidence generated by the hakhme ha-masorah of galut
Yèchonya. The Rov, basing himself on his father Re b Mosheh, and then
the Lubavitcher Rebbe R. Yosef Yitzhak Schneerson and R. Aaron

Kotler-and many other Torah leaders-were responsible for the spiri-
tual change, the beginning of Torah renaissance-and he probably
more than anyone. He emerged as the hakham ha-masorah par excel-
lence. As was the case with previous hakhme ha-masorah who appeared
at critical moments when people were engulfed by despondency and a
sense of futility, the Rov, whose reputation as a youthful prodigy was
widespread, emerged on the stage of history and was destined to bring
briliant, beautiful Torah to the twentieth century from his base in
Boston and New York. We should not underestimate the impact of one
great hakham; one towering scholar, whose grasp of the masorah is
majestic and magisterial, whose teaching is original and insightful,
whose influence is profound and pervasive, is indeed able to change the
entire landscape.21 The Rov was such a hakham ha-masorah. His deci-
sive contribution was quantitative and qualitative: he disseminated

Torah and enhanced kevod ha- Torah. His tireless, vigorous, imaginative
teaching, on so many different levels, suffused the masorah with new
charm and fascination, revealed its profundities and thereby buoyed the
confidence of so many individuals who were demoralized and pes-
simistic. He energetically and modestly combined the methods of R.
Hanina and R. Hiyya as reported in the Gemara.22

The circumstances surrounding the establishment of Maimonides
School in Boston and the energies expended subsequently for its main-
tenance are reminiscent of R. Hiyya; the outpouring of shiurim and lec-
tures gives substance to the claim ofR. Hanina. The combination of the
methods and characteristics of R. Hiyya and R. Hanina is truly amaz-
ing-a very special fusion of the vita activa and vita contempIativa: a
great teacher and tireless fundraiser for his school, a formulator of
enthrallng hiddushim and beautiful categories of thought as well as a
communal rabbi who manifested great hesed whether by generous chari-
ty, wise counsel, astute guidance or, indeed by being available to people
who needed to talk with him as well as assuming national leadership
roles.

Indeed, the Rov took his place among the hakhme ha-masorah and
the maJatike ha-shemuJah.
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NOTES

1. Mareh Nevukhim) Part I, ch. 31, See also Perush ha-Mishnah, Sanhedrin,
perek Helek) ed. J. Kapah, pp. 203-04.

2. Mishneh Torah, Talmud Torah I, 1-3 and the beautiful comments of Or
Sameah.

3. Mishneh Torah, Tumeat Tsara)at, XV, 10. Note Divre Hagut ve-Ha)ara-
khah, p. 65 ff. See also Yesode Ha- Torah, VII, 2.

4. The eulogy for the Brisker Rov is included in Divrei Hagut ve-HaJarakhah.
Our rabbis affrm (Moed Katan, 25a) that i,!:c:i:i i,i:i c:in. What meaning-

ful link is there between a eulogy and honor to the sage? A wise man does
not need praise during his lifetime and certainly not posthumously. Appar-
ently, our rabbis teach that a hesped, honest and sensitive, allusive and re-
vealing, honors the departed sage by sharply delineating the magnitude of
our indebtedness to him and the scope of his influence. Any posthumous
evaluation should enrich our lives by helping us appropriate the teachings
of the hakham; it must, therefore, be true and disciplined. This is how we
honor the hakham,-by engaging in a meditation and reflection galvanized
by a spiritual-intellectual teleology. In this way, the sage remains a source
and a model, a stimulus and a catalyst, a challenge and a guide. We are obli-
gated to recognize the unique characteristics and achievements of the

hakham.
5. The letter of the Kovner Rav is reprinted as the foreword to :ii:i 71i:iT. Reb

Moshe Soloveitchik's letter (dated 19 Elul, 1935) is found at the end of
volume one ofi"~':ii'?ic '''ii:i, ,:ii' ioc (Jerusalem, 1984).
Allow me to recreate the following experience. The Kovner Rav, R. Avra-
ham Shapiro is known for his classic three-volume collection of responsa
c;ii:iN i:i,. I remember my excitement when 1. received a posthumously pub-
lished copy of a volume ofc;i,:iN i:ii subtitled wiii;i i',n (N.¥. 1949). On p.
115 the following note caught my attention:

z:w uvo:i i:nriJ N' ,'î i:i'N "',;i7 c'ii'v;i im:) lOW .7"i iiicn 7V "i:i:i7 'iNi

c'ì!o:i cv riwonw:i:i .:iii"vi ni:i 'J'Jv:i rii'r.:i:ii 'nu'w i!:iN:i i'0iv:i imi:inr.:i ,!:c
'nvi' OJI' . . . -p'? iNO ;i:i'i~ :ivw;i ii3l .n O'JiWNi;i iwW' io:i .rii3im:i riv'i':ii
. ., criiw:i:ii c:iirn !:V :ir, c'noioi c'iw:iir. c':ii C'WJN iJ'? l'Ni N';i :i7i' :i:iN'O N' ':i

As I read these insightful words, I immediately assumed that he was
thinking of the Rov.

6. See Perush ha - Torah of ibn Ezra ad. loco :i~':i riii:i7 7:ii' N7 win m o:n w' ':i.
7. Long before the famous epigram that the style is the man was formulated,

the Talmud underscored the importance of style: rNi C'N':iJ :io:i, :i,iy inN iiJiO
(:U!: -l,i;iJo) inN iiJic:i C'N:i,mo C'N':iJ 'JW. Rambam emphasized (in Moreh Nebu-
kim, II, 29): Ni:i:i W'N;i iiw7 Ni;i i"N:i ,i:i ini'r. inN i:ii .N':i 7:17 ':1 vii.

Marcel Proust might have cited these retèrences when he said: "Style is in
no way a decoration, as some people believe; it is not even a matter of tech-
nique; it is-as color is with painters-a quality of vision" (see Peter Gay,

Style in History, New York 1974, p. 5, n. l.)-The Rov's style is, as all
acknowledge, quite unique.

8. Sukkah, 28a and see Tosafos ad. loco Cf. Ramhal, Derek Ha-Shem, part IV,
ch. 2, end.
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9. See Sukkah, 49b. Cf. Hasam Sofer, Teshuvot, Toreh Deah, introduction
(orin 'nim:i).

Actually, the hakham ha-masorah, whose grasp of the tradition is total, is
obligated to relate to the totality of the masorah community. Everyone has
a share in the masorah and, therefore, none should be excluded from the
process of transmission and enhancement which we have been discussing;
no one should be denied the opportunity to benefit from inspired-inspiring
teaching, Already Rambam underscored the fact that his monumental codi-
fication, the Mishneh Tora~a distillation of the entire corpus of Torah lit-
erature, broadly conceived-was intended to provide a creative systematiza-
tion of the Torah and make its contents known to all: ;ni10 :i,i:J N:iW 117
,:::i '!J~. With greater emphasis he added: ,iil?i 7~v"

Everybody wil find meaning and insight, guidance and edification. A ha-
lakic formulation that wil seem simple and straightforward to an unscholar-
ly or insensitive reader wil appear original, provocative and multifàceted to
a scholarly and sensitive reader ~ni ~7 7!i ,:iW'Ni W'N ,?i'11 7~j? ?:::i O!i'W iW~Ni

(.1' ;i?:i ,1 vio .;n1n:i 'iio') ."Uj? ~7 ?!i~1.

The hakham ha-masorah uses his knowledge and pedagogic skill to write
and teach in such a way that two distinct voices may be heard therein; for
the small and for the great. He has to achieve the right fusion of popular and
sophisticated components, exoteric and esoteric elements. Indeed, Rambam
succeeded in this regard-he remains a teacher of great and small; the echoes
and reverberations of Rambam's great work were heard in different ways by
varied members of the community through the ages. It is noteworthy that
even the Moreh Nevukhim was conceived in such a way that it had something
even for beginners. In the introduction Rambam writes: "I know that,
among men generally, every beginner wil derive benefit from some of the
chapters of this treatise, though he lacks even an inkling of what is involved
in speculation; a perfect man, on the other hand, devoted to Law and, as I
have mentioned, perplexed, wil benefit from all its chapters."

R. Joseph Karo also affrms that his Shulhan c.ruk was intended to serve
beginning students as well as advanced scholars, to increase Torah knowl-
edge among the small and the great. N7r.n :iT "1O 'i' ?!i ':: 71'?!i ion~ 'IN n~::1
wn, 11::1 o'win o:Jn 7'~r. w ,'r.,n o',ii:i 017 O'J~j?:i .': nN n!i fiN:i."

The model for this teaching and transmission is none other than the
Almighty "who teaches Torah to His people IsraeL." On the verse (Deut
32:2) 'nir.N ,t.:: ,m 'nj?? it.r.:J r'-W' R. Ovadiah Siforno comments:

.:ir.::n i1vr. !i1~r. ?~j?' O'Dir.:i 0'J'~r.7 it.r.:: r'~W~ N~ni r'ii!in N':i 'ni1n :iJ:i

.?~:J 'Nr. :i~m N':i n~!i1r. :in1':i oi110 .n1t.1'i:i? :i!i'" 1T'N :iJOO :i?lJ:i '!J:: YL :iJn'J1
01W ::!i '?!i o'~':ii::1 .:iJr.r. n1N'~J 1~'~' O'7'::r.:i .Nwi '?!i o'i'!iw:: N':iW l~N~

.:ir. l!JN:i otn~ 1~ i':J:i? ;no :iT'N :i~ Uj?' nm1'i;r
The great teacher is walking in the ways of God-fulfilling the man-
date of imitatio dei-when he takes pains to make his teaching acces-

sible to great and small. Religious-moral imperatives and didactic-
pedagogic purposes merge.

We may add, furthermore, that the great teacher knows that his own know-
ledge and insight are ultimately refined and enhanced by the ability to ad-
dress "small and great" (71i11 It.i'), for the reactions of each contribute to full
understanding, mature formulation and judicious interpretation. As Ram-
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barn summed it up: N'ii'w i31:ii:i iino 1~i' i'07n "p ,,,i:i nN i"7iO 1~i' r'31W ow:ii
(1' :i:i7:i ,:i i'io ,:iin ii,n ni:i,:i) :iNioo :io:in 1'ni7Nw:i iJOo.

Let us note the Rov's explicit awareness of this moral-pedagogic feature:
.0'71ii71 0' J~i'7 i'i'im ,ni'1io :ii:io:i 717:1 ,N70J i 11 io N1:i :i:i,:i:i W'N

(p. 85 , iiio iiii :io)
He himself performed this act of imitatio dei with zeal and dedication so

that heterogenous audiences were enthralled by his teaching.
See also Uvikashtem Misham, p.233 and note Pesahim 109a, Kiddushin

30a.
10. Sanhedrin, 89a.
11. Talmud Torah, I, 1-7 and see Sefer ha Mitsvot.
12. See Netziv, introduction to his commentary on the Sheiltot.
13. Ha-Meiri, Bet ha-Behirah, BerakhQt, introduction, Uvikashtem Misham in

Ish Ha-Halakah, Galuy ve Nistar, p. 230.
14. See the concluding section of this article.

is. Divre Hagut ve-Ha)arakhah, p. 70. See the reference (above, n. 8) to Ram-
hal, Derekh Ha-Shem.

16. See the introduction by John E. Smith to the new edition ofW. James, The
Varieties of Religious Experience (earn bridge, 1985).

17. He once commented to me that the Ramban may have been conceptually
more creative than the Rambam for this very reason. The Rambam was sub-
ject to Aristotelian constraints and operated within a clearly defined philo-
sophic framework. The Ramban was unfettered. Note that Julius Guttman
(Philosophies of Judaism, N.Y. 1964, p. 153) said the same thing with re-
gard to the Rambam: "But there is also such a thing as originality of cre-
ative synthesis. . . ."

I think that something I wrote many years ago about the Ramban is
applicable to the Rov: "He had profound all-embracing conceptions of
God, Israel, history and the world, and his total anschauung needs to be
meticulously reconstructed. He defies tàcile categorization, as evidenced for
example by his agile critique of philosophy and deft use of philosophic ma-
terials and ideas. . . ." See Rabbi Moses Nahmanides (Ramban): Explorations
in His Religious and Literary Virtuosity, p. 7. It is worth mentioning here
that the Rov was drawn to the halakic analysis found in the Milhamot and
Hiddushe ha-Ramban and frequently pointed out similarities in modes of
reasoning between the Ramban and R. Hayyim Brisker. As is known, the
Rov contributed significantly to the revival of the study of the Ramban's
Perush al ha- Torah; he certainly agreed with the saying of the Hasam Sofer:

,O"1io OJ'N 1'i'0131W N'N 0"1io poi:i 'ioo

18. Note Teshuvot ha-Rambam, ed. J. Blau, n. 436:
1N niii:i:i 10 :iii:i:i won01 171;i 07117 'i10' '17 C"U:1 O:iUL 1JiN':J c'i:ii n'Jo:i 7:ii

1J'-ii '17 :i:i :i'w' nnN :i,o Nio'w 131 'ï O'J1Ni:i 1nN 'i:1io 1N C'Uli10:i 10 wiio:i
.n3117 10i17 1:iND N';N 1J'N .:iJi:ii n171 'i:i1 o:iw

ii"1' :iiin:i wiioo:i :iT 1':11' o'w'w nON:i 1ii '1V7 1i:iJ i:i71 1':i Ni:iw 'D7 'iNi 1:i N7N

mon N7 iUlN :i31ii'n:i in'i rJ:i oii:i' N7W 110'i
19. Hiddushe ha-Rim (al ha- Torah) Hukkat.

Note that this resonant statement serves to justify an original explanation
of the sin of Moses. Novel explanations are thus part of the texture of
Torah shebe'al peh.
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20. Rabbenu Zadok, Peri ha-Zaddik, Beha)alotka.
21. Gittin 6a ';:i'; :ii NriN ':io ,';NìW' liN:i ';:: U'O~Y iJ'WY.

Note the divergent explanations in Rashi and Tosafot. The Rov wrote as
follows about the idea of individual mission and vocation:

riinN ;-iim:i i';iJ N';i ,iiiio oij?r.i riini'o ;ioij?ri:i ,o'ioo 10T:i 'n i;iw'ow ;ii:iiir riN

.0iN;i 'W iriin',w i:ii:i 1i'Yi;i my riN ,:ij?J ON j?ii IN l:i;i'; ';:iiJ ,TiinN rii:i'OJ:ii
,i:i O'ii~N;i WOJ;i riini:ii i'TiJiiOn ';y i'n';i - ~io;i ';i:i' i~':ii p';i riyii' ;iniw;i;i

nN N'O'; O1N;i ';w ini:i:i ;"T N;i' ;ii:in iT'N:ii O'NJni ri:i'OJ i"N:i .inirr,w nN O"j?'
oi'j? ow'; in,iyo nN O"j?' ';:ii" o;iw oij?o:ii ;ioi¡m:i i~n~;i Ni:l 1: oiwo . . . inin",w

.inin',w
See Yeme Zikkaron, (Jerusalem, 1989) p. II.

22. Ketubot, 103b, Bava Mezi'a, 85b.
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